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Internal Affairs Update

8 hours | One days | Tuition $136 – POST Plan IV
STC Certified – Tuition $150

Description: This one-of-a-kind, one day Internal Affairs Update course is designed to update the experienced internal affairs investigator, and any law enforcement supervisor, regarding new amendments to law and procedures of handling complaints and investigations. Recent court decisions on disciplinary matters are reviewed as well as current attacks on the investigative process. This course also offers the student the unique opportunity to discuss current case studies and tactics for internal affairs investigations during our noted ‘Investigation Autopsy’ segment. Risk and liability issues are discussed along with an examination of trends in Internal Affairs practices.

This course was developed and is taught by highly trained, experienced Internal Affairs investigators and Internal Affairs unit commanders. A practitioners approach is taken in delivering this curriculum in a clear, reality-based manner.

Topics: Trends in Internal Affairs // New Laws and POBR Updates // Recent Appeals Cases // Challenges to the Internal Affairs Investigator // Policy Considerations re: Officer Involved Domestic Violence // Records Maintenance // Best Practices // Case Discussion Forum // And more...

Contact: Tom Sweeney 916-716-7923 (call or text)
tomsweeney@dprep.com

Please Register at www.dprep.com